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Abstract—Over the past decades, Redundant Array of independent Disks (RAIDs) have been configured based on mechanical
characteristics of Hard Disk Drives (HDDs). With the advent of
Solid-State Drives (SSDs), such configurations such as stripe unit
size can be far from the characteristics of SSDs. In this paper,
we investigate the effect of stripe unit size on the endurance
and the overall I/O performance of an SSD-based RAID array
and compare the optimal stripe unit size with the suggested
stripe unit sizes for HDD-based RAID. To this end, we first
examine the number of extra page reads and writes imposed by
write requests and then observe the corresponding impact on the
overall throughput and the average response time of SSD-based
RAID arrays. The effect of extra page writes for different stripe
unit sizes and their impact on endurance has been also examined.
To validate the analytical study, we have used I/O intensive
traces and simulated an SSD-based RAID array using DiskSim
simulator with different stripe unit sizes. The experimental results
reveal that unlike HDD-based RAID arrays, a 4KB stripe unit
size can significantly improve the throughput, response time, and
endurance of an SSD-based RAID4 array (up to 67.6%, 52.2%,
and 48.6%, respectively) as compared to 128KB stripe unit size.
Index Terms—Solid-State Drive (SSD), Performance, Endurance, RAID, Stripe Unit Size.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In recent years, NAND flash-based Solid-State Drives
(SSDs) have gained much attention as a suitable replacement
for Hard Disk Drives (HDDs). By employing electronic parts
instead of mechanical parts, SSDs offer appealing characteristics such as light weight, shock resistance, less power
consumption, and higher I/O performance. Such advantages
have made SSDs a promising storage media for small to
large-scale applications [1; 2; 3; 4; 5]. SSDs, however, suffer
from low write performance due to slow flash programming
time, limited endurance caused by erase-before-write operations, and reduced reliability due to flash device aging effect.
Additionally, SSDs impose higher per bit cost as compared
to HDDs. Recently, Multi Level Cells (MLCs) have been
introduced to reduce the per bit cost and to increase the flash
capacity. This is achieved by storing more than a bit in each
flash unit cell. MLCs, however, suffer from higher Bit Error
Rate (BER) and more limited erase operations as compared
to Single Level Cells (SLCs). An MLC block wears out by
5,000 to 10,000 erases while the maximum permissible erase
operations is 10 times larger for an SLC block [2].

Several techniques have been proposed in the past to address
the shortcomings of SSDs, namely, slow write performance,
limited endurance, and reduced reliability [6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11].
To enhance write performance, parallel writing on multiple
NAND flash chips can be used [6]. Different wear-leveling
algorithms have been also proposed and applied in the aim
of improving the endurance of NAND flash-based SSDs [11].
The issue of reduced reliability, however, has not been widely
addressed. Since BER progressively increases by erase-write
transactions, the reliability of disks decreases by each erase
operation [12]. In order to mitigate the issue of increasing
BER, Error-Correction Codes (ECCs) can be employed in
SSDs [13]. While SLCs mostly use single-bit ECCs such as
hamming codes, MLCs deploy more complicated ECCs due
to their higher BER [14]. This will further increase the access
latency of MLCs as compared to SLCs [9]. Using page-level
ECC codes mitigate the increasing BER, but they are unable
to provide any protection in the event of page, chip, or whole
device failure.
To achieve higher level of reliability, block- or devicelevel redundancy techniques such as mirroring, Simple Parity
Checking (SPC), and erasure codes can be utilized [15; 16; 17].
Device-level redundancy can be implemented using Redundant
Array of independent Disks (RAID) [18; 17]. RAID configurations, which are widely used in data storage systems, offer
higher performance, reliability, and capacity [18; 17; 19; 20;
21]. This is achieved by distributing user data across multiple
disks within an array. Each level of RAID array such as
RAID4, RAID5, and RAID6 can be configured using different
parameters such as stripe unit size and the number of disks
participated in a RAID array. Stripe unit size, which defines
the granularity of data distribution in a RAID array, has been
traditionally determined based on characteristics of HDDs to
balance throughput and response time. Due to characteristics
of HDDs, the suggested stripe unit size by enterprise data
storage systems vendors such as IBM, HP, and EMC varies
between 16KB up to 1MB [22; 23; 24; 25; 26; 27]. The
suggested stripe unit sizes can be possibly far from the optimal
configuration for SSD-based RAID arrays with respect to
I/O throughput and response time. Additionally, conventional
stripe unit size used for HDD-based RAIDs should be revisited
with respect to limited endurance of SSDs. To the best of our
knowledge, such analysis for SSD-based RAIDs is missing in
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the previous work.
This paper presents an analytical study to examine the
effect of stripe unit size on the endurance and performance
metrics of an SSD-based RAID array, i.e., I/O throughput and
I/O response time. In the proposed study, we investigate the
number of extra page reads and writes and the corresponding
performance overhead incurred due to write requests. Our
analytical study reveals four major observations.
• Regardless of HDDs or SSDs, the larger stripe unit size
can result in significant number of extra read and write
operations due to parity update.
• Due to the major contribution of positioning time to the
overall HDD response time, the extra read and write operations do not lead to a significant performance overhead
in HDD-based RAID arrays.
• The extra number of read and write operations can
directly affect both response time and I/O throughput in
SSD-based RAID arrays.
• The endurance of a parity disk in SSD-based RAID arrays
can be significantly affected by larger stripe unit size.
Using I/O intensive traces and a disk subsystem simulator,
we have experimentally validated the observations obtained
by the proposed analytical study. Both analytical and experimental studies demonstrate that choosing an appropriate
stripe unit size can significantly improve the performance
metrics of an SSD-based disk subsystem. In particular, the
experimental results for the studied benchmarks reveal that
a 4KB stripe unit size can improve the throughput and response time of an SSD-based RAID4 array up to 67.6% and
52.2% respectively, as compared to 128KB stripe unit size. In
addition to the performance improvement, the results reveal
that the endurance of a 4KB stripe unite size significantly
reduces the number of extra page writes and consequently
enhances the endurance of RAID array, as compared to 128KB
stripe unit size. We have also further validated the simulation
results by conducting experiments on a system equipped with
40GB SSDs. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
comprehensive work which investigates the effect of stripe
unit size on both endurance and performance of SSD-based
RAID arrays.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, a background on NAND-based flash and SSDbased RAID configurations is provided. Section III elaborates
design challenges in SSD-based RAID configurations. Section IV investigates the effect of different stripe unit sizes on
performance and endurance. In Section V, the experimental
results will be presented. Section VI reviews related work
on SSD-based RAID arrays and lastly, Section VII presents
summary and conclusion.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Flash Memory
An SSD consists of few flash chips, which are organized in
an interleaved manner to provide parallel access to user data.
A flash chip includes one or more dies and each die contains
a set of banks or planes, which in turn are constructed by
blocks. Typically one page size register and 2048 blocks are

Fig. 1.
planes

A typical structure of a flash chip consists of two dies and four

organized in a plane and each block is composed of 64 or
128 pages, leads in hierarchical structure. An example of a
flash chip with four planes is presented in Fig. 1. In a typical
flash structure, dies in a plane can be accessed in parallel. The
smallest parallel unit in a NAND flash chip is plane-pair.
NAND flash memory exhibits challenging characteristics
such as asymmetric read/write latency, different granularity of
read/write operations, and erase-before-write limitation. The
asymmetric read/write latency implies that the latency of read
and write accesses is not equal. Typically, a single write access
takes about ten times longer than a unit-size read access.
The smallest unit in both read and write accesses is a page.
However, an erase operation is performed on a block level.
Another challenging characteristic of NAND flash memory
is erase-before-write limitation, which implies a block should
be erased before a page within the block is overwritten or
updated. Therefore, updating a previously written data on the
same page is not possible unless the entire bock is erased.
Since the number of block erases is limited in the NAND
flash technology, each block erase will reduce the total device
lifetime. The limitation of the number of erase operations
per block has been reported up to 10,000 and 100,000 for
MLC and SLC flash, respectively [28]. To overcome the
limited endurance of flash memory, wear leveling algorithms
have been proposed in the literature [29; 30]. The main aim
of wear leveling algorithms is to distribute write accesses
across all blocks in an even manner to prolong the lifetime
of a flash memory. Wear leveling algorithms are directed
by a software named Flash Translation Layer (FTL). The
main responsibility of FTL is mapping a logical page address
received from the disk front-end to a physical page address in
the disk flash chips.
B. Interleaving
Parallel access to user data provided by interleaving is one
of the most prominent features of SSDs as compared to HDDs.
Interleaving is provided in different layers in SSDs, which
results in an improved performance and higher bandwidth.
Fig. 2 shows building blocks of an SSD controller and a chiplevel parallelism available in flash chips. In this figure, an SSD
controller is connected to four flash chips using four parallel
channels. Since one channel is dedicated to each flash chip,
data transfer and read or write operations can be performed
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(a)
Fig. 2. Building blocks of an SSD controller and chip-level parallelism in a
typical SSD

on different flashes at the same time, which resembles RAID0
configuration in the back-end flash chips. The RAID configuration, which is established on a number of flash chips within
an SSD could be called intra-RAID as opposed to inter-RAID.
Inter-RAID can be configured on a number of SSDs. Both
architectures provide interleaving and parallelism, although
there is a slight difference between these two architectures.
In the intra-RAID configuration, data is serially transferred
to an SSD and it is then interleaved among flash chips. In
an inter-RAID array, however, data transmission from higher
level to SSDs is performed simultaneously. Consequently, an
inter-RAID array can provide better performance as compared
to the intra-RAID configuration.
There is also another kind of parallelism among planes
within a flash chip. Although there is one common channel
for all planes in a flash chip, planes in a die can operate
independently. In some circumstances, a pair of planes in a
die can operate independent from another pair of planes in
a same die. This means that data transfer is not performed
simultaneously but data can be accessed in an interleaved
manner on independent dies or planes [6].
C. RAID
Although RAID is commonly used for redundancy purposes, it is indeed used to enhance both reliability and
performance [18; 17]. In particular, while RAID4, RAID5,
and RAID6 configurations are aimed at improving both performance and reliability, RAID0 is only used to enhance
performance. RAID0, which does a simple data striping across
disks enhances performance and capacity while it does not
improve reliability. On contrary to RAID0, RAID1 reaches
higher reliability level by deploying mirroring but it does not
improve performance as compared to other RAID configurations. RAID4 and RAID5 are two RAID schemes, where a
space equal to one disk is allocated to parity stripes. In RAID4,
the extra disk is dedicated to hold all parity bits while parity
bits are evenly spread across all disks in a RAID5 array.
In RAID4 and RAID5 configurations, a part of interleaved
data which is stored on a single disk, is called stripe unit. The
stripe unit size defines the amount of data placed on a disk
which represents the granularity of data distribution in a RAID
array. Stripe unit size, which can be from a bit or a byte to
multiple blocks of data, may influence the performance and/or
the reliability of a RAID array [31].

(b)
Fig. 3. Writing a 512KB request to a RAID4 4+1 with stripe unit size = 4K:
(a) Full stripe update, (b) Partial stripe update (UP: Updated, UC: Unchanged)

A row of stripe units, which parity is computed over, is
called a stripe or a full stripe. The computed parity is written
on the parity stripe unit in the corresponding stripe. Therefore,
each stripe includes data stripe units and a parity stripe unit.
Data stripe unit, parity stripe unit, and full stripe have been
shown in Fig. 3. In RAID4 and RAID5 configurations with N
disks, there are N − 1 data stripe units and one parity stripe
unit. When an I/O request is started at the first data disk and
accesses exactly an integer multiple of N − 1 data stripe units,
a full stripe access is accomplished. Otherwise, a partial stripe
access within one row or multiple rows will happen [31; 19].
This will be further elaborated in Section IV.
To further achieve higher reliability levels in data storage
systems, one can employ erasure codes in disk subsystems.
Erasure codes such as Reed-Solomon [32; 33], X-codes [34],
and Even-Odd [16] integrate m data disks and n redundant
disks in order to tolerate up to n disk failures. These erasure
codes are referred as RAID6 configuration. Majority of erasure
codes are based on complex XOR and arithmetic operations
[16; 32; 33]. There are several parameters such as word size,
the number of words in a stripe unit, and the number of
operations that are involved in data encoding of complex
erasure codes. One important parameter of erasure codes is
word size, where each stripe unit is partitioned into words. The
effect of word size on the performance of erasure codes has
been investigated in several studies, which will be discussed in
Sec. VI. In this work, we only investigate the impact of stripe
unit size in RAID arrays employing Single Parity Checking
(SPC). Investigation of RAID6 configurations is beyond the
scope of this work.
III. C HALLENGES IN SSD- BASED RAID A RRAYS
Despite significant reliability improvement of SSDs over
HDDs, they still have limited Mean Time To Failure (MTTF)
as reported by SSD venders [35; 36; 37]. Typical MTTF of
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TABLE I
E XAMPLE : NUMBER OF PAGE WRITES IN A RAID4 4+1 ARRAY ( PAGE
SIZE =4KB)
Disk Number

Iozone
Postmark
Vdbench

D0
771K
545K
145K

D1
767K
546K
145K

D2
768K
546K
144K

D3
767K
546K
145K

TABLE II
E XAMPLE : NUMBER OF PAGE R EADS IN A RAID4 4+1 ARRAY ( PAGE
SIZE =4KB)

Total Size of

P
1439K
703K
265K

Write Requests
3,073K
2,183K
579K

SSDs varies from 1M hours up to 2M hours. Hence, a high
available and reliable disk subsystem (e.g., 7- or 8-nine availability) is not achievable without using RAID configuration.
Finding an efficient RAID configuration for SSDs can be
challenging. Using RAID1 imposes higher cost while brings
more reliability. RAID4 and RAID5 are more cost efficient but
updating parity stripe units would result in fast disk aging. In
RAID4 and RAID5 configurations, the parity stripe unit in
each stripe is updated once its corresponding data stripe unit
is modified. Consequently, parity stripe units are updated more
frequently than data stripe units.
In a RAID5 array, since parity stripe units are distributed
across all SSDs, each disk gets more updates and ages faster
as compared to data disks within a RAID4 array. As a result,
the average lifetime of SSDs in a RAID5 array is shorter
than the average life time of data SSDs in a RAID4 array.
It has been demonstrated in [10] that RAID5 may suffer from
simultaneous disk failures. This is due to write requests are
evenly distributed across all disks and as a result, all disks wear
out approximately with the same rate. Similarly, disk aging
with the same rate is also valid for RAID1 configuration. To
alleviate this limitation, it has been suggested to use uneven
parity distribution using RAID4 configuration [10; 38; 39].
In such schemes, SSDs experience different amount of writes
in a RAID4 array, which results in differential aging of disk
drives.
In a RAID4 array, frequent parity updates leads to fast aging
of the parity disk while data disks in a RAID4 array wear out
similar to data disks in RAID0. Table I shows an example for
the number of page updates that data and parity disks receive
in a RAID4 array for I/O intensive benchmark programs. In
this example, the array includes five SSDs (four data disks and
one parity disk) and the stripe unit size is set to 128KB. Note
the total size of read and write requests and the other numbers
reported in Table I and Table II are in terms of number of pages
(a page size=4KB). It can be observed from Table I that the
parity disk receives updates about twice as data disks do for
Iozone and Vdbench benchmark programs. Consequently, the
parity disk wears out with a higher rate and fails sooner than
data disks.
As illustrated by an example in Table I, the parity disk
fast aging in RAID4 is a major disadvantage, which should
be properly addressed in SSD-based RAID arrays. Another
shortcoming of SSD-based RAID4 configuration is that the
parity disk may become performance bottleneck. Read accesses to the parity disk can be considerable since parity
should be computed in each write access. When a write request
is distributed across disks in a full stripe manner, no read

Iozone
Postmark
Vdbench

D0
600K
443K
98K

Disk Number
D1
D2
D3
410K
422K
498K
416K
417K
445K
71K
72K
97K

P
273K
75K
53K

Total Size of
Read Requests
0
1,272K
5

access is required to compute the new parity. However, in case
a partial stripe is overwritten, reading of unchanged stripe units
or the parity stripe unit within a stripe is necessitated.
In the case of partial stripe update with the number of stripe
units equal or less than half of data disks, it is more cost
effective to read the old data and the old parity rather than
the unchanged data within the stripe [9; 28]. To further clarify
these statements, let’s consider a RAID4 4+1 array with four
data disks (D0, D1, D2, and D3) and one parity disk (P). In
this array, a write to a full stripe (D0∼D3) does not imply any
read access to generate the new parity. However, a write to a
partial stripe will require read accesses. For example, a write
access to (D0∼D2) will call to read data on D3 for the new
parity computation. A write access to a single stripe unit (e.g.,
data on D0) can be followed by either of the following read
accesses for parity generation. A straightforward solution is to
read data on D1 through D3, which requires three extra read
accesses. Another way is to read the old data on D0 and the old
parity, which implies two extra read accesses. In the latter case,
old data on D0 and the old parity are first read simultaneously.
Then, the new parity is computed by performing exclusive OR
between the old data on D0, the new data for D0, and the old
parity. The new data for D0 and the new parity are written on
disks at the same time.
In a RAID array, as explained before, some write requests
incur extra read accesses to data or parity disks within the
array. This overhead can increase the latency and degrade the
performance of the RAID array. Table II shows the number of
page reads due to write requests in an SSD-based RAID4 4+1
for sample I/O intensive workloads. For Iozone and Vdbench
workloads, although there is no or few read requests in the
input trace, the number of page reads is notable, which can
result in throughput degradation.

IV. S TRIPE U NIT S IZE A NALYSIS
In this section, we investigate the effect of different stripe
unit sizes on the endurance and performance of an SSD-based
RAID array utilizing a parity disk. In our analysis, we mainly
focus on the number of page reads and page writes imposed
by write accesses rather than those imposed by read accesses.
This is due to the parity disk is not invoked in read accesses
and as a result, no extra read or write operations take place
on read accesses. Additionally, the endurance of RAID arrays
is not affected by read accesses.
The analysis of the number of extra page reads and writes
provided hereafter is independent of storage type (either HDD
or SSD) used in a RAID array. The performance impact of
the extra page reads and writes on SSD-based RAID, however,
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can be very different from HDD-based RAID since HDDs and
SSDs exhibit different characteristics. In particular, while the
major contribution of positioning time to the overall response
time in HDDs can alleviate the performance penalty of extra
page reads and writes, this does not apply in SSDs as they
do not have any moving parts. As an example, in case of
write accesses to an SSD-based RAID, as it will be shown in
the next subsections, both performance and endurance can be
significantly affected with different stripe unit sizes.
In the rest of this section, we first investigate the impact
of stripe unit size on the number of extra page reads in write
requests. Then, the effect of stripe unit size on the number
of extra page writes in write requests is presented next. The
impact difference of extra page reads and writes between SSD
and HDD RAID arrays will be discussed in the subsequent
subsection. To provide better understanding of the impact of
stripe unit size on extra page reads and writes, we use RAID4
in the analysis provided in this section. However, this analysis
is also valid for RAID5 arrays as the extra number of reads
and writes does not depend on the way parity stripe units are
distributed across disks.
A. Impact of Stripe Unit Size on Number of Extra Page Reads
In a RAID configuration, a logical address from upper layer
is converted to a physical address involving several parameters
such as Starting Disk Index (SDI) and the number of data
disks within the array, referred as Nd . SDI which refers to the
data disk number holding the first stripe unit of a request, is
calculated based on Stripe Unit Size (SUS), request address
and the number of data disks within the array. SDI is equal
to (ADDl /SU S) modulo Nd , where ADDl is the logical
address of a request. When a request is striped across data
disks, two possible situations may happen: i) a row involved
in a write update forms a full stripe write, which all stripe
units in the row are updated, ii) a row is not invoked in a
full stripe manner. We call the former full row update against
partially row update in the latter case. A write can fall into
one of these two cases depending on logical address, stripe
unit size, and request size. When a full row update happens,
since all stripe units of a row exist in the RAID controller,
there is no need to read any stripe unit from disks for parity
stripe generation. In contrast, in case of partially row update,
since some stripe units are missed in the RAID controller, read
operations from data or parity disks should be undertaken.
In order to make the subject more clear, let’s consider an
example of a 512KB write request written into an SSD-based
RAID4 4+1 array. Let’s also assume that the stripe unit has
the smallest granularity and its size is a page (typically 4KB).
If the logical address of this request is mapped to the first
disk (Disk 0), 32 full row updates will be accomplished as
shown in Fig. 3(a). On the other hand, if the logical address
is mapped to any data disk other than the first disk (Disk
0), 31 full row updates and 2 partially row updates would be
emerged. Fig. 3(b) shows a situation in which the first stripe
unit of a request is written to the second disk (i.e., SDI=1 or
Disk 1).

(a)

(b)
Fig. 4. Writing a 512KB request to a RAID4 4+1 with stripe unit size =
128KB: (a) Full stripe update, (b) Partial stripe update (UP: Updated, UC:
Unchanged)

When data stripping leads to a full row update as shown in
Fig. 3(a), since all rows are updated in a full stripe manner,
no read operation is needed. In Fig. 3(b), only the first and
the last rows imply read operations. In the first row, the first
page is missed in the RAID controller and should be read from
Disk 0. In the last row, only the first stripe unit is updated.
Therefore, to compute the new parity, the old data stripe of
Disk 0 and the old corresponding parity stripe should be read.
Consequently, in this example, two page reads from Disk 0
and one page read from the parity disk are necessitated.
Now let us consider a larger stripe unit size equal to 128KB.
In this situation, the request is divided into four stripe units,
which may occupy one or two rows as shown in Fig. 4. As
shown in Fig. 4(a), no read operation is needed when a write
operation is performed on a full stripe. However, in case of
partial stripe write, read operation from data disks and the
parity disk is required. Fig. 4(b) shows an example when
two data stripe units from Disk 0 and one data stripe from
the parity disk should be read. Since the stripe unit size is
128KB, which is equivalent to 32 pages, totally 96 page reads
is demanded. This number of page reads is significantly greater
than 3 page reads that was requested when the stripe unit size
was set to 4KB or one page size.
In Table III, we have analyzed the number of extra page
reads performed for a 512KB write request with different
stripe unit sizes and two sample starting disks (SDI=D1 or
D2)1 . It is intuitive that if the starting disk is D0 (not reported
in Table III), no extra page reads will be incurred since all page
updates will be accomplished in a full stripe manner. In case
SDI is equal to D1, the first row of the write request will call
to read from D0 and the last row will require to read from
D0 and the parity disk. Hence, writing a 512KB request in a
RAID4 4+1 array requires three extra stripe unit reads from
1 D1

and D2 refer to Disk 1 and Disk 2, respectively.
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N EP R(r=1) =

N EP R(r≥2)

(

(LDI − SDI + 2) × N P S
(Nd − LDI + SDI − 1) × N P S



(2Nd − SDI − LDI) × N P S



(Nd − SDI + LDI + 3) × N P S
=

(Nd + SDI − LDI − 1) × N P S


(SDI + LDI + 2) × N P S

TABLE III
N UMBER OF EXTRA PAGE READS TO WRITE A 512KB REQUEST IN A
RAID4 4+1 ARRAY ( PAGE SIZE =4KB)
SUS
4K
8K
16K
32K
64K
128K
256K
512K

SDI
D1
D2
D1
D2
D1
D2
D1
D2
D1
D2
D1
D2
D1
D2
D1
D2

D0
2
1
4
2
8
4
16
8
32
16
64
32
64
64
0
0

Number of Extra
D1
D2
0
0
1
1
0
0
2
2
0
0
4
4
0
0
8
8
0
0
16
16
0
0
32
32
0
0
64
0
128
0
0
128

Page Reads (NEPR)
D3
Parity
Overall
0
1
3
1
0
4
0
2
6
2
0
8
0
4
12
4
0
16
0
8
24
8
0
32
0
16
48
16
0
64
0
32
96
32
0
128
64
0
128
0
0
128
0
128
256
0
128
256

D0, D1, and the parity disk (4KB stripe unit size: 3 pages,
8KB stripe unit size: 6 pages). In case SDI is equal to D2, the
first row of the write request will call to read from D0 and
D1 and the last row will require to read from D2 and D3. As
a result, writing a 512KB request in this array requires to read
four stripe units from the data disks (4KB stripe unit size: 4
page reads and 8KB stripe unit size: 8 page reads).
The analytical examples given above lead us to formulate
the number of overall extra page reads caused by a write
request. For simplicity, we assume that the request size is
divided by stripe unit size. We also assume that the number
of pages within a stripe unit is referred as Number of Pages
per Stripe (NPS). This number is equal to [SU S/Sizepage],
where Sizepage is the size of a page in flash chips. Let’s also
assume that the last disk in the last row accessed by a request,
is referred as Last Disk Index (LDI). This index is equal to
[(Sizereq /SU S) + SDI - 1] modulo Nd , where Sizereq is
the size of the request. In case, the striping is performed only
on one row (r=1), the Number of Extra Page Reads (NEPR), is
calculated according to Equation 1. If the striping is performed
on at least two rows (r ≥ 2), the number of extra page reads
can be calculated as shown in Equation 2.
According to Equation 1, Equation 2, and the analytical
results reported in Table III, as the stripe unit size boosts
up, the number of page reads from data disks and the parity
disk increases. The extra page reads obviously can impose
performance penalty to the disk subsystem. As shown in
Table III, the total number of extra page reads is increased

if (LDI − SDI + 1) < Nd /2
otherwise

(1)

if (SDI > Nd /2) && (LDI + 1 ≥ Nd /2)
if (SDI > Nd /2) && (LDI + 1 < Nd /2)
if (SDI ≤ Nd /2) && (LDI + 1 ≥ Nd /2)
otherwise

(2)

from 3 to 256 pages when the stripe unit size is increased from
4KB to 512KB. As stated earlier, the extra number of page
reads reported in this table is valid for both RAID4 and RAID5
configurations. Additionally, this analysis is independent of the
type of storage device (either HDD or SSD).
B. Impact of Stripe Unit Size on Number of Extra Page Writes
Here, we analyze the effect of stripe unit size increase on
the number of page writes in a write request. Since the request
size is constant and it is distributed on data disks, the number
of page writes on data disks does not change by the variation of
stripe unit size. Therefore, no extra page writes is performed
on data disks. However, the number of page writes on the
parity disk can be affected by the stripe unit size.
Table IV reports the number of page writes imposed by a
512KB write request for different stripe unit sizes and different
starting disk numbers. In this table, we report the number
of page writes rather than the number of extra page writes.
Similar to the analysis provided in the previous subsection,
the number of extra page writes for the first starting disk (i.e.,
SDI = D0), would be equal to zero, since all page updates
will be accomplished in a full stripe manner. Considering the
data distribution shown in Fig. 3, if the granularity is a page or
4KB, there would be 33 page writes (equivalent to 516KB) on
the parity disk when the starting disk is not D0. On the other
hand, if the stripe unit size is 128KB and the starting disk is
not the first disk (as shown in Fig. 4(b)), since two 128KB
parity blocks will be written on the parity disk, the number of
page writes on the parity disk will be increased to 64 pages.
This number of page writes is about twice greater than what
we had for 4KB stripe unit size. Similar to the number of extra
page reads, we can extract the formulation from this example
for the number of extra page writes. Here, we assume that
the request size is divided by SUS and striping is performed
over at least two rows of the array. Equation 3 can be used
to compute the Number of Extra Page Writes (NEPW) on the
parity disk.
N EP W = ⌈

SDI + (Sizereq /SU S)
⌉ × NP S
Nd

(3)

The total number of page writes committed to
SSDs, reported in Table IV, would be equal to
N EP W + (Sizereq /Sizepage ). The analytical results
reported in Table IV, and the formulation given in Equation 3
demonstrates that the larger stripe unit size, the more
write/erase operations on the parity disk, which results in
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TABLE IV
N UMBER OF PAGE WRITES TO WRITE A 512KB REQUEST IN A RAID4 4+1
ARRAY ( PAGE SIZE =4KB)
SUS
4K
8K
16K
32K
64K
128K
256K
512K

SDI
D1
D2
D1
D2
D1
D2
D1
D2
D1
D2
D1
D2
D1
D2
D1
D2

D0
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
0
0
0
0

D1
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
64
0
128
0

Number of Page
D2
D3
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
64
0
64
64
0
0
128
0

Writes
Parity
33
33
34
34
36
36
40
40
48
48
64
64
64
64
128
128

Overall
161
161
162
162
164
164
168
168
176
176
192
192
192
192
256
256

V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

fast aging of the parity disk. The total number of page
writes is increased in this table from 161 to 256 pages when
the stripe unit size is increased from 4KB to 512KB. In
particular, the number of page writes on the parity disk is
increased from 33 to 128 pages when the stripe unit size
is increased from 4KB to 512KB. Since the parity disk in
RAID4 is a performance bottleneck and page writes on flash
memories are time-consuming operations, performance can
be considerably degraded.
C. Extra Page Reads and Writes in SSD- vs. HDD-Based
RAID Arrays
The main conclusion from the analytical study provided in
the previous subsections is that as the stripe unit size becomes
larger, the number of extra page reads and writes increases
in both RAID4 and RAID5 configurations in either SSD- or
HDD-based RAID arrays. The performance impact of extra
page reads/writes needs to be further investigated. Intuitively,
reading or writing 2n pages in SSDs takes twice as reading or
writing n pages. Hence, it is expected that the extra number of
page reads and writes in SSDs directly affects the performance.
This will be validated in our results presented in Sec. V. Such
statement, however, is not valid for HDDs due to the major
contribution of positioning time in the overall response time. In
general, the response time for an access to a HDD is calculated
as follows:
Taccess = Tseek + Trotate + Ttransf er

other hand when a request is large enough to be distributed
on many stripes in an array, the number of extra page reads
and page writes becomes negligible as compared to the total
number of page reads and writes of user data. This will be
validated in the results provided in Sec V-C.

(4)

In this equation, Tseek , Trotate , and Ttransf er are seek
time, rotation time, and transfer time, respectively. We refer
to positioning time as the sum of seek time and rotation time.
Positioning time is generally independent from the request size
and it depends on the characteristics of HDDs. Transfer time,
however, depends both on HDD characteristics and the request
size. Since positioning time will be a major contributor of
response time for small requests, it is expected that imposing
extra page page reads and page writes will not result into
significant performance overhead in small requests. On the

In order to evaluate our analytical study, we have simulated
SSD-based RAID4 and RAID5 4+1 arrays using DiskSim
V4.0 simulator [40]. DiskSim is a disk subsystem simulator,
which has been extended to support both HDDs and SSDs.
In our experiments, we report the number of extra read and
write pages for both RAID4 and RAID5 configurations. In
this simulator, no cache memory has been used in the RAID
controller for either SSDs or HDDs. The configuration of
RAID controller in all experiments are the same for both
HDD- and SSD-based RAID arrays. Additionally, we also
report the performance metrics of SSD-based RAID arrays,
i.e., throughput and response time, for both RAID4 and RAID5
arrays. In the experimental setup, we have used a common
configuration previously used in other studies [4; 41; 42; 43].
This configuration has been outlined in Table V. In our
simulations, the number of page reads and page writes on each
disk and the average response time are measured. We have also
extracted throughput by extending the source code of DiskSim.
Six I/O traces have been used in our simulation, among which
two are MSR Cambridge [44] block I/O traces and four are
traces produced by Postmark [45], Iozone [46], and Vdbench
[47] programs. These four latter traces are I/O intensive traces
which were gathered by running the corresponding application
programs. Table VI reports the characteristics of these traces.
To further validate the proposed analytical study, we have also
conducted experiments on a system equipped with three SSDs.
Due to very time-consuming experiments on the physical
system, we have only conducted a sample experiment on this
system setup.
In the rest of this section, performance results extracted by
DiskSim simulator for a SSD-based RAID array is presented
in Sec. V-A and Sec. V-B. The performance simulation results
for a HDD-based RAID array is presented in Sec. V-C.
The endurance simulation results for a SSD-based RAID are
reported in Sec. V-D. Lastly, experimental results for SSDbased RAID extracted from a system equipped with Intel SSDs
are reported in Sec. V-E.

A. Effect of stripe unit size on number of page reads and
writes
Fig. 5 shows the impact of varying stripe unit size on the
number of extra page reads of data and parity disks due
to parity generation in a RAID4 4+1 array. It can be seen
that the number of extra page reads on data and parity disks
significantly boosts up by increasing the stripe unit size from
4KB to 512KB. However, the number of extra page reads on
data disks is declined when the stripe unit size is increased
from 512KB to 1024KB. After this point, the number of extra
page reads on all disks remains almost the same and it is
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TABLE VI
S TATISTICS OF TRACES EXTRACTED FROM I OZONE , P OSTMARK , AND V D B ENCH PROGRAMS ; AND MSR C AMBRIDGE TRACES USED IN OUR
EXPERIMENTS

Parameter
Read Requests (%)
Write Requests (%)
Average
Request Size (KB)
Average Read
Request Size (KB)
Average Write
Request Size (KB)
Average Time Between
Consecutive Write Requests (ms)
Average Time Between
Consecutive read Requests (ms)
Max Write Request Size (KB)

Iozone
0
100
360

Postmark
83.2
16.8
222

VdBench
0.1
99.9
412

Postmark2
64
36
242

CAMRESIRA01-lvm1
1
99
6231

CAMWEBDEV-lvm2
0
100
4155

–

99

4

146

6717

–

360

833

413

405

6230

4155

0.25

39.75

0.16

46.73

4.2

2.91

–

7.52

13.60

25.72

1.13

–

512

4096

512

512

32768

32768

(a)
Fig. 5.

(b)

Number of extra page reads by varying stripe unit size: (a) Iozone, (b) Postmark2, (c) Vdbench

(a)
Fig. 6.

(c)

(b)

(c)

Number of page writes by varying stripe unit size: (a) Iozone, (b) Postmark2, (c) Vdbench

TABLE V
E XPERIMENTAL SETUP USED IN D ISK S IM
Parameter
Page Size (KB)

Value
4

Number of Blocks
2048
per Plane
Number of Dies
8
Per Flash Chip
Number of Parallel
1
I/O Channels
Page Write
0.2
Latency (ms)
Cache Configuration

Parameter
Number of Pages
per Block
Number of Planes
per Die
SSD Size (GB)

Value
64
8
32

Page Read
0.025
Latency (ms)
Block Erase
1.5
Latency (ms)
No cache used

saturated. This point, where saturation happens, is dependent
on the maximum write request size of a trace. From Table VI

the maximum write request for traces used in Fig. 5 is 512KB.
When the stripe unit size exceeds the maximum write request
size, no distribution takes place and each write request is
directed to only one disk. Consequently, for parity generation,
one read operation from the target data disk and one read
operation from the parity disk is requested. This means that
every write request implies a page read from the parity disk
and a page read from only one data disk. This will increase the
number of parity page reads while it will decrease the number
of data page reads. Here, one should expect that the total page
reads from all data disks gets almost equal to the parity disk
page reads. This has been confirmed by the results provided
in Fig. 5.
We have also measured the number of page writes on data
and parity disks in a RAID4 4+1 configuration to evaluate the
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(a)
Fig. 7.

Number of extra page reads by varying stripe unit size for RAID4 and RAID5: (a) Postmark, (b) CAMRESIRA01-lvm1

(a)
Fig. 8.

(b)

(b)

Number of page writes by varying stripe unit size for RAID4 and RAID5: (a) Postmark, (b) CAMRESIRA01-lvm1

effect of varying stripe granularity on write performance and
lifetime of SSDs as shown in Fig. 6. In this figure, we report
the number of page writes rather than the number of extra
page writes. It can be seen that the stripe unit size increment
does not much affect the number of writes on data disks. This
is because the amount of data that is supposed to be written
on data disks is not affected by the variation of the stripe unit
size. On the other hand, the number of page writes on the
parity disk increases by enlarging the stripe unit size. This is
in agreement with the analytical study presented in Section IV.
The incremental page writes on the parity disk deteriorates
the lifetime of the parity disk since the greater number of
page writes implies the greater number of erase operations on
flash blocks. Additionally, the extra page writes can affect the
overall performance as they increase the number of accesses
to the parity disk, which is the performance bottleneck in a
RAID4 configuration. For instance, when the stripe unit size
is equal to 128KB, the number of writes on the parity disk is
about twice greater than the number of page writes on a data

disk. As it can be seen in Fig. 6, the number of page writes on
the parity disk gets saturated when the stripe unit size exceeds
the maximum write request size. This is due to the pattern
of data distribution does not change once the stripe unit size
becomes larger than the maximum size of write requests.
In Fig. 7, we compare the extra page reads for data and
parity disks in RAID4 and RAID5 arrays. The total number
of extra page reads in RAID5 increases similar to RAID4
with stripe unit size increment. Unlike RAID4, as it was
expected, the extra page reads are evenly distributed in the
RAID5 array. In a RAID4 array, page reads and page writes
on the parity disk are directed to only one disk, whereas these
extra transactions are distributed on all disks in RAID5. That
is why one expects longer response time for a RAID4 array
as compared to a RAID5 array. This will be demonstrated
in the next subsection. Note the total number of page reads
is almost similar in both RAID4 and RAID5 arrays. The
slight difference is due to starting disk numbers in these two
configurations can be different for I/O requests.
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Fig. 9.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Average response time by varying stripe unit size: (a) Iozone, (b) Postmark, (c) CAMRESIRA01-lvm1, (d) CAMWEBDEV-lvm2

Fig. 8 compares the number of page writes for data and
parity disks in RAID4 and RAID5 arrays. In this figure, we
report the number of page writes rather than the number
of extra page writes. Similar to the discussion provided for
Fig. 7, page writes in RAID5 is evenly distributed across all
disks. Therefore, one should expect similar disk aging for all
SSDs in a RAID5 array. From the results reported in Fig. 8,
two observations can be concluded. First since the number of
extra page writes is negligible in small stripe unit size (e.g.,
4KB), we observe almost similar disk aging for both RAID4
and RAID5 configurations. Second, as the number of extra
page writes becomes considerable in large stripe unit sizes
(e.g., 1024KB), the disk aging in RAID5 array gets more
pronounced than data disks in RAID4 array. As shown in
Fig. 8, the number of page writes imposed to data disks in
RAID4 is, on average, 20% less compared to RAID5 array in
large stripe unit sizes.
Note that the number of writes in RAID4 and RAID5 arrays
is almost similar. However, as pointed out in Sec. III, the main
shortcoming of RAID5 array is that SSDs in a RAID5 arrays
suffer from simultaneous disk failures as all disks get similar
writes. That is all disks wear out approximately with the same
rate. The results shown in Fig. 8 validate this observation.

B. Effect of stripe unit size on overall performance
As shown in the previous subsection, incrementing the
stripe unit size leads to significant increase in the number
of page reads and page writes from/to the parity disk and
also increases the number of page reads from data disks. In
this subsection, we investigate the effect of this observation
on two major metrics of disk performance, namely, response
time and throughput. The average response time of RAID4
and RAID5 arrays with different stripe unit sizes have been
reported in Fig. 9 and it is compared with the performance of
the following configurations: i) a RAID0 array including four
SSDs and ii) a single SSD. The response time results have
been reported for four I/O intensive benchmarks. As shown
in Fig. 9, using RAID configuration with a small granularity
of stripe unite size results in a significant improvement in the
average response time compared to a single SSD. For instance,
choosing a page-level stripe unit size in RAID0 will improve
the response time up to six times compared to a single SSD.
On the other hand, enlarging the stripe unit size to some
extent in RAID4 and RAID5 can worsen the response time
as opposed to a single SSD, as shown in Fig. 9. Additionally,
it can be observed that RAID4 and RAID5 response times are
very close to each other in small stripe unit sizes, however,
RAID5 shows better response time due to distribution of parity
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(a)
Fig. 10.

(b)

Overall throughput by varying stripe unit size: (a) Iozone, (b) Postmark

(a)
Fig. 11.

(b)

Average response time by varying stripe unit size with different number of flash chips inside the SSD: (a) Iozone, (b) Vdbench

page reads and page writes. It should be noted that the larger
stripe unit size decreases data distribution and consequently
it worsens response time. However, as Fig. 9 depicts, more
extra page reads and page writes has even more severe effect
on performance degradation.
The overall throughput of RAID4, RAID5, and RAID0
arrays with different stripe unit sizes as well as a single
SSD has been reported in Fig. 10. The overall throughput
has been computed based on total time, idle time, number
of requests, and average request size according to Equation 5.
Such parameters are reported in DiskSim output simulation
results.
T hroughput =

P

Size(Ri )
T otal Simulation T ime − T otal Idle T ime

(5)

As it can be seen in Fig. 10, using 4KB stripe unit size
in RAID4 and RAID5 improves throughput up to four times
as compared to a single SSD. Fig. 10 also demonstrates that
the throughput of RAID0, RAID4 and RAID5 arrays degrades
as the stripe unit size enlarges. When stripe unit size exceeds
256KB and 2048KB, the throughput gets even worse than a
single SSD in RAID4 and RAID5 configurations, for both

Iozone and Postmark traces, respectively. The reason for this
degradation is that when stripe unit size reaches the maximum
request size in the trace, no data distribution takes place and
extra page operations get saturated at its maximum number.
The results show that both response time and throughput
decline as the stripe unit size is increased. The experimental
results reported in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 are in agreement with
the analysis provided in Section IV.
The way that the number of page reads and writes affects
performance is also dependent on the number of parallel units
used in each disk. For instance, when an SSD uses only one
flash chip in serving a read or write request, it can only manage
one request at a time. However, in an SSD with more number
of flash chips, more requests can be simultaneously served
due to parallelism between flash chips. We have evaluated the
effect of number of flash chips on performance with different
stripe unit sizes. Fig. 11 demonstrates that the less flash chips
in an SSD, the more aggressive response time deterioration.
Note the Y-axis in this figure is in logarithmic scale. The
response time reported in this figure is comprised of service
time and queue time. When more parallelism is established in
an SSD, more extra reads and writes are served simultaneously.
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TABLE VII
I MPACT OF S TRIPE U NIT S IZE ON R ESPONSE T IME IN RAID4 4+1 A RRAY U SING S EAGATE -C HEETAH 15 K 5 HDD
Stripe
Unit
Size (KB)
4
8
16
32
64
128

Response Time (ms)
8
3.00
3.12
3.16
3.22
3.16
3.15

400
3.50
3.47
3.47
3.43
3.36
3.35

1600
4.77
4.61
4.55
4.53
4.53
4.56

Positioning Time (ms)
Transfer Time (ms)
Average Request Size (KB)
8
400
1600
8
400
1600
2.91
2.28
1.77
0.03
1.04
3.25
3.00
2.32
1.79
0.03
1.00
3.17
2.99
2.34
1.80
0.03
1.02
3.15
3.01
2.31
1.80
0.03
1.08
3.17
2.98
2.21
1.79
0.03
1.25
3.22
2.98
2.13
1.78
0.03
1.41
3.40

Contribution of Positioning
Time in Response Time (%)
8
96.99
96.36
94.60
93.44
94.36
94.53

400
65.23
67.03
67.51
67.44
65.81
63.71

1600
37.20
38.94
39.55
39.81
39.64
39.05

TABLE VIII
I MPACT OF S TRIPE U NIT S IZE ON R ESPONSE T IME IN RAID4 4+1 A RRAY U SING S EAGATE -C HEETAH 9LP HDD

Stripe
Unit
Size (KB)
4
8
16
32
64
128

Response Time (ms)
8
5.07
5.13
5.20
5.13
5.10
5.13

400
18.21
17.60
17.94
19.40
22.75
28.90

1600
59.71
56.50
55.58
56.27
58.45
64.97

Positioning Time (ms)
Transfer Time
Average Request Size (KB)
8
400
1600
8
400
4.16
4.01
4.10
0.22
13.63
4.06
3.89
3.99
0.27
12.96
4.02
3.76
3.84
0.37
13.09
4.03
3.87
3.91
0.28
13.76
4.02
3.68
3.67
0.28
15.72
4.02
3.84
4.00
0.29
19.08

(ms)

Contribution of Positioning
Time in Response Time (%)

1600
55.82
52.57
51.48
51.43
52.50
55.86

8
82.05
79.20
77.31
78.61
78.72
78.44

400
22.04
22.11
20.98
19.92
16.18
13.28

1600
6.87
7.06
6.91
6.95
6.28
6.15

TABLE IX
I MPACT OF S TRIPE U NIT S IZE ON R ESPONSE T IME IN RAID4 4+1 A RRAY U SING Q UANTUM -ATLAS III HDD

Stripe
Unit
Size (KB)
4
8
16
32
64
128

Response Time (ms)
8
7.08
7.24
7.25
7.31
7.22
7.26

400
26.02
25.09
25.02
26.88
31.43
39.12

1600
94.09
88.70
86.71
87.44
89.76
97.82

Positioning Time (ms)
Transfer Time
Average Request Size (KB)
8
400
1600
8
400
6.37
5.74
5.72
0.23
19.87
6.38
5.79
5.85
0.29
18.73
6.36
5.63
5.75
0.31
18.49
6.33
5.40
5.51
0.36
19.90
6.34
5.53
5.72
0.30
24.44
6.37
5.46
5.64
0.30
31.66

On the other hand, having less parallelism increases service
time and queue time and it, in turn, harshly degrades the
performance.
C. Extra Page Reads and Writes in HDD-Based RAID Arrays
Table VII, Table VIII, and Table IX provide three samples to
elaborate the impact of stripe unit size on response time using
different HDDs (Seagate-Cheetah15k5, Seagate-Cheetah9LP,
and Quantum-AtlasIII [40]) whose characteristics are reported in Table X. In these sample experiments, we have used
three synthetic traces with average request size equal to 8KB,
400KB, and 1600KB. The main observation from these three
tables is that the response time does not exhibit significant
variation with different stripe unit sizes. As an example,
considering the synthetic trace with average request size equal
to 8KB, the response time varies from 3.00ms to 3.15ms when
increasing the stripe unit size from 4KB to 128KB in Table
VII. As an another example, considering the synthetic trace
with average request size equal to 1600KB, the response time
varies from 59.71ms to 64.97ms when increasing the stripe
unit size from 4KB to 128KB in Table VIII. In the results
provided in these tables, positioning time contributes to more

(ms)

Contribution of Positioning
Time in Response Time (%)

1600
88.36
82.70
80.43
80.64
82.76
90.35

8
90.00
88.19
87.73
86.58
87.83
87.76

400
22.08
23.09
22.51
20.10
17.59
13.95

1600
6.07
6.60
6.63
6.30
6.37
5.76

than 75% when the average request size is equal to 8KB. In
this case, due to major contribution of positioning time in the
overall response time, the extra number of page reads and
writes does not lead to significant performance overhead in
HDDs. This observation, however, is not valid in SSDs as it
was demonstrated in the previous subsection. On the other
hand, the results demonstrate that positioning time contributes
to less than 10% in Table VIII and Table IX when the average
request size is equal to 1600KB. In this case, since user data
is distributed over several stripes, the number of extra read
and write pages becomes negligible as compared to the total
number of read and write pages.

D. Effect of stripe unit size on life time of SSD array
Here, we investigate the effect of different stripe unit sizes
on the endurance of a RAID4 array. To do so, the number of
erase operations performed on data and parity disks have been
reported in Fig. 12 for few I/O benchmarks. It can be observed
that although the stripe unit size increment does not have much
effect on the endurance of data disks, it considerably affects
the number of erases in the parity disk. For instance, when
the stripe unit size reaches 128KB and 1024KB in Iozone and
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(a)
Fig. 12.

(b)

(c)

Number of erases by varying stripe unit size : (a) Iozone, (b) CAMRESIRA01-lvm1, (c) CAMWEBDEV-lvm2

TABLE X
C HARACTERISTICS OF HDD S U SED IN E XPERIMENTS
Sector Transfer
Time (ms)
Max Seek
Time (ms)
Min Seek
Time (ms)
Rotation
Speed (rpm)
Size (# blocks)

Cheetah15k5
0.0150

Cheetah9LP
0.1050

Atlas III
0.1060

6.9139

10.627

15.3600

0.5525

0.8310

1.6630

15020

10045

7200

287M

18M

18M

Among these works, studies which investigate striping methods and granularity effects on arrays performance and reliability, are more related to our study. In the following subsections, we review both HDD- and SSD-based RAID studies,
which evaluate the effect of stripe unit size on performance,
endurance, and reliability of RAID arrays. Since the scope of
this work is on SSD-based RAID arrays, we elaborate such
studies more in detail.

A. HDD-based RAID studies
CAMWEBDEV-lvm2 benchmarks, respectively, the number of
erases on the parity disk is about twice greater than the number
of erases in the data disks. This means that the parity disk ages
about twice faster than data disks.
The issue of parity disk fast aging can be resolved by
replacing the parity disk when it becomes too old. In advance
replacement of parity disk, however, will impose cost in an
inter-RAID4 array. In an intra-RAID4, it is not possible to
replace only one chip within an SSD and the whole SSD
should be discarded.
E. Performance experiments with a physical SSD-based RAID
array
To further validate simulation results, we have conducted
limited experiments on a physical system setup deploying
RAID5 2+1 SSD array, using Linux software RAID. The
evaluation is conducted on a hardware platform with an
1.8GHz AMD processor, employing an Nvidia ck804 SATA
controller c . The SSD module is the 40GB Intel SATA-II
SSD (SSDSA2M040G2GC) c . An 80GB HDD is used to
house operating system (Ubuntu 12.04) and other applications.
Fig. 13 demonstrates the results obtained by running Iozone
trace on three SSDs configured as RAID5 2+1. Fig. 13.b shows
that the number of extra page reads on different disks boosts up
by stripe unit size enlargement. Fig. 13.c demonstrates slight
increase in the number of page writes with increasing the stripe
unit size. These two effects result in performance degradation
as shown in Fig. 13.a, which admits our simulation results.
VI. R ELATED W ORK
Numerous studies have been performed on disk array
storage systems characteristics and enhancement techniques.

There are a few studies which investigate the impact of
stripe unit size on performance of HDD-based RAID arrays. In
[48], Deng et. al. investigate the performance effect of stripe
unit size on non-redundant HDD-based RAID integrated in
Network Attached System (NAS). This study demonstrates that
the stripe unit size has a negligible impact on performance
of RAID0 arrays. This is explained by the fact that the subcommands of different requests coming from file system are
combined into one I/O command, which results in only one
disk positioning in each drive. This effect decreases the overall
positioning time and mitigates the impact of stripe unit size
variation.
In [24], Chen et. al. study how data should be distributed
on a redundant HDD-based RAID to optimize the disk array
performance. This study investigates optimal stripe unit size
for read and write intensive workloads in a RAID5 configuration. It is demonstrated that read requests in a RAID5
array behave similar to reads and writes in non-redundant
disks when varying stripe unit size. However, write intensive
workloads achieve optimal performance at smaller stripe unit
size due to more full stripe writes with small granularity.
In [23], Jin et. al. introduce a performance model to analyze
the effect of stripe unit size in a RAID array. This model
can be applied to achieve optimal stripe unit size in a disk
array. In [49], Hwang et. al. presented a distributed disk
array architecture, named RAIDx, which is aimed at achieving
higher I/O performance. By integrating orthogonal striping and
mirroring architecture, it is shown that RAIDx outperforms
RAID5 and RAID10 arrays. In this study, the effect of stripe
unit size on aggregate bandwidth of RAIDx has been also
investigated and it is compared with RAID5 and RAID10
arrays.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 13. Experiment results from executing Iozone trace on a physical SSD-based RAID array: (a) average response time, (b) number of extra page reads,
(c) number of page writes

B. SSD-based RAID studies
Studies on SSD-based arrays have been performed considering different array architectures from simple level of RAIDs
to more complicated array such as RAID6 utilizing erasure
code techniques. A part of these studies investigate striping
and granularity effects on different level of RAIDs or erasure
coded arrays. Furthermore, there are several studies, which
introduce techniques at the aim of performance and reliability
enhancement. There are few methods, which investigate the
impact of stripe unit size on performance of an SSD-based
RAID array.
In [50], Petrov et. al. studied properties of an SSD-based
RAID array and considered issues, which affect performance
of such array. It is demonstrated that while a single SSD
shows significant performance enhancement over HDD, an
SSD-based RAID array suffers from performance degradation
due to a) current non-SSD compatible RAID controllers, b)
read/write asymmetry of SSDs, and c) fragmentation caused
by erase operations. This study concludes that the performance
degradation is mostly due to RAID controllers that are not
designed for the characteristics of SSDs. The authors have
also examined the effect of stripe unit size on the throughput
of RAID0 or a non-parity-based array. Although the impact of
stripe unit size on throughput was studied, the corresponding
effect on other important metrics such as response time and
endurance has not been analyzed. Additionally, parity-based
RAID and the effect of parity computation on performance
has not been studied in the proposed study.
In [51], Jeremic et. al. demonstrated the pitfall of SSD-based
RAID arrays. They pointed out to the impact of stripe unit size
in parity-based RAID arrays, however, no experimental results
have been provided. The proposed study also investigates
the impact of page-size alignment, synchronous aging, and
workload history on performance of SSD-based RAID arrays.
In [52], Chang et. al. proposed an adaptive stripping method
which enhances garbage collection process. They introduced
dynamic stripping versus static stripping for choosing an
element inside an SSD. In a static stripping scheme, a page
write request is assigned to an element based on its logical
block address and the number of elements reside in an SSD.
It is explained that although the static scheme distributes data
evenly, due to uneven access to data blocks, some elements

might possess much more hot data blocks than others. Consequently, such elements may call garbage collection process
more frequently, resulting in performance degradation. In order
to mitigate this issue, dynamic stripping has been suggested,
which distributes pages of write requests on idle banks that
involve free pages. In this scheme, a hot data goes over a
bank with the lowest number of erase count.
In [53], Chang et. al. presented a striping algorithm among
banks in a flash memory. The proposed scheme uses load
balancing and redundancy to improve both performance and
reliability. In the proposed scheme, stripes of an intra-RAID
are classified into data and code stripes. A code stripe
maintains the exclusive OR of distributed information on
the corresponding data stripe such that the exclusive OR of
two banks in a data stripe will be stored on a different
bank in a code stripe. Consequently, when a bank is busy,
the corresponding data can be retrieved from other banks,
which results in improved performance. In [54], Y. Deng
et. al. examine flash-based storage system architectures and
study optimization methods to improve SSDs performance and
energy consumption. SSDs parallelism such as Intra-RAID and
Inter-RAID and its different architectures are also investigated
in this study.
Balakrishnan et. al. proposed a parity-based RAID, called
differential RAID [10]. The proposed method is based on
different aging rate of SSDs in an array. In this method,
the reliability of SSD array is increased by decreasing the
probability of data loss in the event of one disk failure. This
method suggests an uneven parity distribution, which makes
SSDs receive different percentage of parities and have different
aging rate. For instance, when there are five disks in an array,
the parity assignment such as (60, 10,10, 10 , 10) explains that
the first disk stores 60 percent of parities while in the other
disks, each holds 10 percent of parities. Therefore, the first
disk ages faster than the other disks. The aging rate of disks
also depends on write request distribution. Requests which
impose full stripe writes, make disks age closely and decrease
the reliability. In contrast, the reliability is the highest when
all the requests are random writes. When the stripe unit size
is small, many requests in a workload are distributed in a
full stripe manner which increases the data loss probability.
From previous subsections, we observed that smaller stripe
unit size imposes less parity page writes. Hence, small stripe
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unit size makes more full stripe writes and less parities which
together make the reliability of the array to decline. When
stripe unit size enlarges, the number of generated parity pages
is augmented; however, the amount of full or partial stripe
writes mostly depends on workload and request size.
There are a few studies that evaluate the effect of word size
or the number of words in a stripe unit on the performance
of disk subsystems configured as erasure coded arrays. A
two dimensional stripe-based erasure code named GRID is
proposed in [55]. This study analytically investigates the effect
of stripe on storage efficiency in an array. The authors describe
stripe size as multiplication of the number of stripes in a row
stripe and the number of stripes in a column stripe. Although
the proposed method is based on stripe-based erasure codes,
the effect of stripe unit size, which is different from stripe size
is not investigated.
Another study investigating word size has been presented in
[56]. This study gives insights for erasure code deployment in
cloud file systems. The impact of word size and the number
of words on recovery time and degraded reads has been
examined. It is demonstrated that larger word size results in
larger recovery performance. It is also shown that lager word
size depreciate the disk seek time overhead. Another study
presented in [57] investigates the impact of data disks and
word size on the proposed RAID6 scheme, called minimum
RAID6 codes. The proposed experimental results show that
larger word size would result in improved performance in
the proposed RAID6 codes. This study has been proposed for
HDD-based RAID arrays.

VII. C ONCLUSION

AND

F UTURE

WORK

In this paper, we explored the effect of stripe unit size
on performance and endurance of SSD-based RAID arrays.
We presented an analytical study to investigate the impact
of stripe unit size on extra page reads and writes incurred
by write requests. Although most previous studies have used
larger stripe size (such as 64KB or 128KB) in SSD-based
RAID arrays, our proposed analytical study revealed that a
4KB stripe unit size can significantly improve throughput,
response time, and endurance in SSD-based RAID arrays as
compared to large stripe unit sizes (e.g., 128KB). To validate
the proposed analytical study, we used I/O intensive traces
and evaluated the effect of stripe unit size using a disk
subsystem simulator. The results obtained using experimental
study using I/O intensive traces demonstrated that choosing
a 4KB stripe unit size can improve throughput, response
time, and endurance of SSD-based RAID arrays up to 67.6%,
52.2%, and 48.6% respectively, as compared to 128KB stripe
unit size.
As a future work, one can extend this study to investigate
the impact of stripe unit size on performance and endurance
of complex erasure codes such as Reed-Solomon, Even-odd,
and X-code. In particular, investigation of word size and the
number of words within a stripe unit can be further examined
in SSD-based RAID arrays employing complex erasure codes.
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